DIGIMON CARD GAME XrosEncounter [BT10]

BT10
№
BT10-001

DemiMeramon
1

BT10-004

2

3

Is it true that both the Digimon card
Yes, that's correct.
and the Tamer card must have the
[Xros Heart] trait in order for this card's
effect to be able to add them to my
hand?
This card’s effect reveals 3 cards. If
the cards revealed only include either a
Digimon card or a Tamer card with the
[Xros Heart] trait, can I still add a card
to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
the [Xros Heart] trait or a Tamer card with the
[Xros Heart] trait is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 3 cards. If
both Digimon and Tamer cards with
the [Xros Heart] trait are among the
cards revealed, can I choose to only
add one of them to my hand, and place
the remaining cards at the bottom of
my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 Digimon
card and 1 Tamer card [...] among them to
your hand,” so you must add as many cards
to your hand as possible.

Shoutmon X4

1

2

3
BT10-011

Yes, it does.
Does this card's inherited effect
activate even when this card is trashed
from digivolution cards by my own
effect and not my opponent's?

Shoutmon

1

BT10-009

Does this card's inherited effect
Yes, it does.
activate when an effect suspends one
of my Digimon?

Tokomon

1

BT10-008

Yes, it does.

Bosamon
1

BT10-006

Does this card's inherited effect give
this card +1000 DP when it has a red
2-color card as a digivolution card?

Can I choose not to activate this card’s Yes, you can.
[End of Attack] effect by not performing
"placing all digivolution cards from
under this Digimon under 1 of your
Tamers", thus preventing this Digimon
from being deleted?
Can I activate this card's [End of
Attack] effect if this Digimon doesn't
have any digivolution cards?

No, it doesn't activate unless you can
perform "placing all digivolution cards from
under this Digimon under 1 of your Tamers."

If I activate this card's [End of Attack]
effect, can I unsuspend a different
Tamer than the Tamer under which I
placed the digivolution cards?

Yes, you can.

If more than 1 of my Tamers suspend
at the same time, does this card's
"+2000 DP" effect activate multiple
times?

No, even if multiple Tamers suspend at the
same time, this effect will only give +2000
DP.

Canoweissmon

1

2

Yes, if the memory gauge is now at 1 or
I digivolve a [BT8-013
BetelGammamon] into this card. Can I greater on your opponent's side, you can
activate [BT8-013 BetelGammamon]'s activate <Blitz> .
[When Digivolving] <Blitz> effect
through this card's [All Turns] effect
and attack?

3

4

5

6

BT10-016

2

Does this card's [All Turns] effect and
inherited effect allow me to activate the
inherited effect of a digivolution card
with [Gammamon] in its name as an
effect of this card?

No, this card's [All Turns] effect and inherited
effect don't affect the inherited effects of
digivolution cards with [Gammamon] in their
names.

Due to an effect, this Digimon has
another [BT10-011 Canoweissmon]
and a [BT8-008 Gammamon] under it
as its digivolution cards. If I play a red
Tamer, how exactly does [BT8-008
Gammamon]'s "When you play a red
Tamer, <Draw 1> (Draw 1 card from
your deck)" effect work in this
situation?

This card's effect and inherited effect mean
that this Digimon gains [BT8-008
Gammamon]'s effects twice, so <Draw 1> is
activated twice and you draw a total of 2
cards.

No, they only get +2000 DP from this effect.
I have a [Jesmon] in this Digimon's
digivolution cards, and one of my
Digimon has [Sistermon] in its name.
Do my Digimon get +4000 DP from this
card's [When Digivolving] effect?
This card's [When Digivolving] effect
reads "all of your Digimon may also
attack unsuspended Digimon and get
+2000 DP." Does this also affect my
Digimon that enter the battle area in
the same turn after I've digivolved into
this card?

Yes, it does. However, Digimon affected by
this effect still can't ignore the rule "Digimon
can't attack on the turn that they were
played".

If I have a [Kiriha Aonuma] in play, do I Yes, you can choose one or the other.
get to choose either "Reveal 4 cards
from the top of your deck. Add 2 cards
with [Blue Flare] in their traits among
them to your hand. Place the rest at
the bottom of your deck in any order"
or "return 1 [MetalGreymon] from your
trash to your hand" for this card's [On
Play] effect?

Thetismon

1

BT10-024

If I have multiple digivolution cards with Yes, you gain all the effects from every
[Gammamon] in their names, does this applicable card, even if there are multiple of
them.
card's [All Turns] effect and inherited
effect give me all of their effects?

Greymon

1

BT10-023

No, you can't. If this card is added to
digivolution cards by [BT8-084 Kimeramon]'s
[When Digivolving] effect, you get [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s <Blitz> effect through
this card, but the time to trigger <Blitz> has
already passed, so <Blitz> doesn't activate.

Jesmon (X Antibody)

1

BT10-019

I digivolve a [BT8-013
BetelGammamon] into a [BT8-084
Kimeramon] and place this card as one
of [BT8-084 Kimeramon]'s digivolution
cards with its [When Digivolving] effect.
Can I now activate [BT8-013
BetelGammamon]'s [When Digivolving]
<Blitz> effect through this card's
inherited effect and attack?

Yes, that's right. <Draw 2> does not activate
In order to <Draw 2> from this card's
[When Digivolving] effect, do I need to if you have 7 or more cards in your hand
have 6 or fewer cards in my hand after after drawing the digivolution bonus.
drawing the digivolution bonus card?

MetalGreymon
1

Can this card's [On Play] effect target Yes, it can.
the opponent's Digimon that don't have
digivolution cards?

2

BT10-027

Regalecusmon

1

BT10-030

2

3

4

5

No. As long as it was level 5 or lower when
this effect was activated, the effect remains
and it still has <Security Attack -1>—even if it
later becomes level 6 or higher.

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include either
an Option card with [Plug-In] in its
name or a yellow Tamer, can I still add
a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either an Option card with
[Plug-In] in its name or a yellow Tamer is
among the cards revealed, you can add it to
your hand.

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both an Option card with [Plug-In] in its
name and a yellow Tamer are among
the cards revealed, can I choose to
only add one of them to my hand, and
place the remaining card at the bottom
of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 Option
card [...] and 1 yellow Tamer among them to
your hand,” so you must add as many cards
to your hand as possible.

If I activate an effect that reduces the
cost of an Option card with a cost of 2
or more and I only pay a cost of 1, or if
I do not pay the cost at all by activating
an effect that allows me to use an
Option card without paying the cost,
does this card's inherited effect
activate?

Yes, as long as the Option card you use has
a cost of 2 or more, this card's inherited
effect activates regardless of the actual cost
paid.
However, if some effect (like [BT2-099
Glorious Burst]'s "Reduce the memory cost
of this card in your hand by 1 for each yellow
Tamer you have in play" effect) reduces the
Option card's actual cost instead of just the
cost you pay when using it, then this card's
inherited effect doesn't activate.

If I activate a <Delay> effect on an
Option card with a cost of 2 or more
that was already placed in the battle
area, does this card's inherited effect
activate?

No, this card's inherited effect only activates
if you use an Option card from your hand or
by activating an effect that specifies that you
"use" an Option card.

If there's no target for the Option card Yes, it does.
when I use an Option card with a cost
of 2 or more, does this card's inherited
effect activate?

Yes, they get -2000 DP even when checked
While this card is in the digivolution
cards of a Digimon with [Shoutmon] in by some other Digimon than the one that has
this in its digivolution cards.
its name, do my opponent's Security
Digimon get -2000 DP from this card's
inherited effect even when they are
checked by some other Digimon?

Achillesmon

2

BT10-041

An opponent's Digimon is targeted by
this card's [On Play] effect. If it later
becomes level 6 or above, does it lose
the <Security Attack -1> gained from
this effect?

Dorulumon

1

BT10-040

No. If you choose to play cards with the
[When Attacking] effect, you must play as
many cards as possible—so if cards of both
levels are in the digivolution cards, you can't
play just 1 of them.

Renamon

1

BT10-034

If this Digimon has both level 3 and
level 4 Digimon cards in its digivolution
cards, can I choose to play just 1 of
them with this card's [When Attacking]
effect?

Tinkermon

1

BT10-032

An opponent's Digimon was targeted No. As long as the number of digivolution
by this card's [On Play] effect, and after cards that Digimon had was less than or
that it gained more digivolution cards equal to this Digimon's at the time this effect
than this Digimon has, can it now
was activated, this effect stays and it can't
attack and block again?
attack or block—even if it later gains more
digivolution cards.

Sakuyamon: Maid Mode

If I have exactly 3 cards in my security Yes, you do.
stack, do I activate both the "1 of your
opponent's Digimon gets -5000 DP for
the turn" effect and the "gain 2
memory" effect when activating this
card's [When Attacking] effect?

1

2

3

BT10-042

If I activate this card's [When
[BT9-103 Kongou]'s effect prevents cards
Digivolving] effect and use an Option from being added to your security stack, so
card while my opponent has activated the card is placed in your trash.
[BT9-103 Kongou]'s effect, what
happens when that Option card's effect
has finished activating?

What happens if I activate this card's
[When Digivolving] effect to use an
Option card that has a "Then, place
this card in your battle area" effect?

You place this card in your battle area. You
can't trash it due to the Option card's own
effect, so "Place the Option card used with
this effect on top of your security stack face
down instead of placing it in your trash"
doesn't activate.

I activate this card's [When Digivolving] Yes, the effect of this card has already
effect to use [BT4-105 Tactical
activated, so you still place [BT4-105 Tactical
Retreat!] and choose this card itself as Retreat!] on top of your security stack.
the target, so I place this card on top of
my security stack face down.
Does this card's effect still place [BT4105 Tactical Retreat!] on top of my
security stack after it has finished
activating, even though this card has
now been removed from the battle
area?

Venusmon

1

2

3

4

5

Does "can't attack this Digimon and
can't activate [When Attacking] and
[When Digivolving] effects" in this
card's [Opponent's Turn] effect apply to
opponent's Digimon with <Security
Attack +X> as well as those with
<Security Attack -X>?

Yes, all of your opponent's Digimon with
either <Security Attack +X> or <Security
Attack -X> are affected by "can't attack this
Digimon and can't activate [When Attacking]
and [When Digivolving] effects."

My opponent has this Digimon in play,
and I digivolve one of my Digimon into
a Digimon card that has <Security
Attack +1> and a [When Digivolving]
effect. Does that Digimon activate its
[When Digivolving] effect?

No, it has <Security Attack +1> as soon as
the digivolution is complete, so this card's
effect prevents the [When Digivolving] effect
from activating.

What kind of Digimon does this effect's It refers to Digimon affected by <Security
"Digimon with <Security Attack>" refer Attack +> or <Security Attack -> effects.
to?
If an opponent's Digimon has both
<Security Attack +1> and <Security
Attack -1> so the values cancel each
other out, is the Digimon treated as not
having <Security Attack>, and is it
unaffected by "Digimon with <Security
Attack> can't attack this Digimon and
can't activate [When Attacking] and
[When Digivolving] effects"?

No, <Security Attack> is not canceled even if
a Digimon has both <Security Attack +1> and
<Security Attack -1>.
The Digimon is considered to have <Security
Attack>, so the effect applies to this Digimon.

I digivolved one of my [MetalGreymon]
into [BT9-015 MetalGreymon (X
Antibody)]. It gets <Security Attack+1>
and +3000 DP with its [When
Digivolving] effect, but does that effect
activate when my opponent has this
Digimon in play?

Yes, it activates. [BT9-015 MetalGreymon (X
Antibody)] gains <Security Attack +1> from
the [When Digivolving] effect, so after that
effect has activated, this card then prevents
further [When Attacking] and [When
Digivolving] effects from activating.

6

7

BT10-046

2

3

2

Yes, it can.

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include 1 card
with [Vegetation] or [Plant] in one of its
traits or with the [Fairy] trait, can I still
add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as at least 1 card with
[Vegetation] or [Plant] in one of its traits or
with the [Fairy] trait is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with [Vegetation] or [Plant]
in one of its traits and a card with
[Fairy] in one of its traits are among the
cards revealed, can I choose to only
add one of them to my hand, and place
the other at the bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect does not feature
language that would make it optional, so you
must add as many cards to your hand as
possible.

I digivolve this card into a card that has
<Digisorption> in my hand, and
suspend 1 of my Digimon with the
<Digisorption> effect.
Can I activate this card's inherited
effect and <Draw 1>?

No, you can't. The Digimon is suspended by
<Digisorption> before the digivolution is
complete, so the inherited effect cannot be
triggered yet.

If this Digimon is suspended, can it
itself become the target when its
[Opponent's Turn] effect switches the
target of an opponent's Digimon's
attack?

Yes, you can choose to do so.

One of my opponent's Digimon attacks
and activates its [When Attacking]
effect to digivolve into [BT9-055
GrandisKuwagamon].
After the [When Digivolving] effect
switches the target of the attack to one
of my suspended Digimon, can I then
switch the target of the attack again to
another suspended Digimon with this
card's [Opponent's Turn] effect?

Yes, this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect
triggers in the reaction step of the attack, so
you would switch the attack target after the
effect of the opponent's [BT9-055
GrandisKuwagamon] has activated.

Can I suspend this card itself to
activate this card's [Main] effect?

Yes, you can.

Ajatarmon
1

2
BT10-056

Can this card's effect add cards that
have the trait [Ancient Plant] or
[Carnivorous Plant], etc.?

Cherrymon

1

BT10-053

The attack continues.
This effect doesn't end or cancel an attack if
the attacking Digimon gains <Security
Attack> after the attack has been declared. It
prevents Digimon with <Security Attack>
from declaring the attack.

Sunflowmon

1

BT10-052

My opponent has this Digimon in play.
One of my Digimon that doesn't have
<Security Attack> attacks it, and then
the attacking Digimon gains <Security
Attack> from a [When Attacking] effect
or an effect such as "when one of your
Digimon attacks".
What happens to the attack?

Palmon
1

BT10-048

If a Digimon has a <Security Attack>
No, it doesn't.
effect that is only active when certain
conditions are met, such as "While this
Digimon has X or more digivolution
cards, it gains <Security Attack +1>,"
does this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect apply when these conditions
aren't met?

Lotosmon

Does this card's inherited effect
No, suspending to declare an attack is not
activate if 1 of my Digimon attacks with the same as being suspended by an effect
<Blitz> and I suspend it?
even when attacking via <Blitz>, so the
inherited effect does not activate.

1

BT10-057

Bloomlordmon

1

2

3
BT10-058

2

3

If I have 4 suspended Digimon, does
this Digimon gain +4000 DP and
<Security Attack +1> twice?

Yes, that's correct.

Does this card itself count as a
suspended Digimon for this card's
[Your Turn] effect?

Yes, this Digimon counts if it's suspended.

What happens to the cards that weren't You place them at the bottom of your deck in
any order.
added to my hand from among the
cards revealed by this card’s effects?

Yes, you can add just 1 card to your hand.
This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include 1 card
that is either black with [Knightmon] or
[DeadlyAxemon] in its name or 1 card
with the [Twilight] trait, can I still add a
card to my hand?
This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If 2
cards that are either black with
[Knightmon] or [DeadlyAxemon] in their
names and/or the [Twilight] trait are
among the cards revealed, can I
choose to only add one of them to my
hand, and place the remaining card at
the bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 2 cards [...]
among them to your hand,” so you must add
as many cards to your hand as possible.
However, if you have a black card with
[Knightmon] or [DeadlyAxemon] in its name
and the [Twilight] trait among the revealed
cards and there are no other cards with
[Knightmon] or [DeadlyAxemon] in their
names, you can treat that card as your card
with the [Twilight] trait and add it to your
hand. Any other cards that have the [Twilight]
trait will then be returned to the bottom of
your deck. In such a case, it can be possible
to add just 1 of the cards.

Spadamon

1

BT10-061

If I have a suspended Digimon with
Yes, you can.
[Vegetation], [Plant], or [Fairy] in one of
its traits, can I choose to suspend this
Digimon itself with this card's [When
Digivolving], gain 2 memory, then
unsuspend this Digimon and gain
<Piercing>?

Monitamon

1

BT10-059

If this Digimon and one of my other
Yes, it does.
Digimon with [Vegetation], [Plant], or
[Fairy] in one of its traits are deleted at
the same time during the opponent's
turn, does the [On Deletion] effect
gained from this card's [Opponent's
Turn] effect activate?

SkullKnightmon: Mighty Axe Mode

Yes, you can.
If my opponent does not have any
Digimon in play so there is no target for
<De-Digivolve 1>, can I still place this
card under 1 of my Digimon that has
the [Legend-Arms] or [Xros Heart] trait
when activating this card's [On Play]
effect?

1

BT10-066

DarkKnightmon

1

BT10-068

2

2

If [DarkKnightmon] or [X Antibody] is in Yes, it still unsuspends.
this Digimon's digivolution cards but I
can't delete a Tamer because neither I
nor my opponent have any, does this
card's [When Digivolving] effect
unsuspend this Digimon?
If [DarkKnightmon] or [X Antibody] is in No, you can't.
this Digimon's digivolution cards but
only I have a Tamer, can I choose to
not delete my Tamer with this card's
[When Digivolving] effect?
When one of my opponent's level 4 or
lower Digimon attacks, can I delete
that Digimon with this card's
[Opponent's Turn] effect before its
[When Attacking] effects activate?

No, you can't. This card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect triggers in the reaction step of the
attack after [When Attacking] effects have
already activated.

No, it doesn't. This card's [On Play] effect
If this Digimon has 4 or more
digivolution cards when I play this card, only activates <Blitz> if there are exactly 3
digivolution cards.
does <Blitz> activate?

Gazimon

1

BT10-073

Its original DP is restored by "can't [...]
reduce their DP," and it additionally gets
+2000 DP from this effect.

Blastmon

1

BT10-071

This card's [When Digivolving] effect
reads "all of your Digimon get +2000
DP and your opponent's effects can't
return them to hands or decks or
reduce their DP." If one of my
Digimon's DP is reduced before this
effect activates, what happens to that
Digimon's DP?

DarkKnightmon (X Antibody)

1

BT10-070

When this Digimon would be deleted, if Yes, you can.
neither [SkullKnightmon] or
[DeadlyAxemon] is in this Digimon's
digivolution cards, can I still return 1
level 4 or lower black Digimon card
from this Digimon's digivolution cards
to my hand when activating this card's
[All Turns]?

Gankoomon (X Antibody)

1

BT10-069

I play this card while DigiXrosing with 2 Yes, it does.
cards, but there are no cards with
[Knightmon] in their name,
[DeadlyAxemon], or [Nene Amano]
among the cards revealed by the [On
Play] effect.
Does the "delete 1 of your opponent's
Digimon with a play cost of 4 or less"
effect still activate?

ChuuChuumon

I have 9 cards in my trash and a
Digimon with this card as a digivolution
card is deleted in battle. The deleted
cards, including this one, are sent to
my trash, and now I have over 10
cards in my trash. Does <Retaliation>
in this card's inherited effects activate
and delete my opponent's Digimon it
battled?

No. You didn't have 10 cards in your trash
until after the deletion already took place, so
this Digimon's inherited effect could not be
active at the time of the deletion.

1

2

BT10-077

2

One of my opponent's Digimon attacks, No, you can only trash cards equal to the
<Draw 1> activates twice from both a number of cards added by one effect.
Even if they were triggered at the same time,
[When Attacking] effect and an
different effects are still separate from each
inherited effect, and their hand
other, and you can only activate this effect for
increases by 2 cards. Will this card's
[Opponent's Turn] effect trash 2 of my one of them, so in this case you can count
only one of the <Draw 1> and only 1 card in
opponent's cards in their hand?
your opponent's hand will be trashed.
Does this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect activate after an effect that adds
and trashes cards in your opponent's
hand so that the result is net 0 total
cards gained, like "<Draw 2>. Then,
trash 2 cards in your hand"?

Yes, it activates. This card's effect trashes
the number of cards that were drawn.
In the example given in the question, after
trashing 2 cards from their hand, your
opponent would trash an additional 2 cards,
for a total of 4 cards trashed.

Yes, you can.
This card was trashed from my hand
by one of my effects during my turn.
Can I use this card's effect to digivolve
one of my Digimon into this card from
my trash?

Baalmon

1

BT10-084

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 card [...]
This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a card with the [Bagra Army] trait among them to your hand,” so you must add
as many cards to your hand as possible.
and a [Yuu Amano] are among the
cards revealed, can I choose to only
add one of them to my hand, and place
the remaining card at the bottom of my
deck?

SkullBaluchimon

1

BT10-081

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
the [Bagra Army] trait or a [Yuu Amano] is
among the cards revealed, you can add it to
your hand.

MadLeomon

1

BT10-080

This card’s effect reveals 4 cards. If
the cards revealed only include 1 card
with the [Bagra Army] trait or a [Yuu
Amano], can I still add a card to my
hand?

I have 9 cards in my trash when this
Digimon is deleted.
If this results in my having 10 cards in
my trash, does this card’s [On
Deletion] effect activate?

Yes, it does.

Does this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect activate when an opponent's
effect trashes one of my Digimon's
digivolution cards?

Yes, it does.

Tactimon

1

2

3

4

Yes, you can. If you do, trash as many of this
A "trash 2 digivolution cards" effect
activates on 1 of my Digimon with 2 or card's digivolution cards as possible.
more digivolution cards when this
Digimon has only 1 digivolution card.
Can I activate this card's [Opponent's
Turn] effect?
If a "trash 1 digivolution card" effect
activates on 2 of my Digimon, can I
activate this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect and trash just this Digimon's
digivolution cards?

Yes, you can. If you do, trash the total
number of digivolution cards that would have
been trashed from each of the Digimon that
you replaced with this Digimon.

If a "Trash 2 digivolution cards" effect Trash 2 cards. If this card has 1 or fewer
activates on 1 of my Digimon with only digivolution cards, trash as many as possible.
1 digivolution card, can I activate this
card's [Opponent's Turn] effect and
trash this Digimon's digivolution cards,
and if so, how many do I trash?

5

6

7

BT10-086

Is it possible for one of my Digimon
with 0 digivolution cards to activate an
effect that reads "By trashing X of this
Digimon's digivolution cards" by way of
activating this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect and trashing those cards from
this Digimon?

Yes, it is. If you can trash the number of
digivolution cards specified by the effect from
this Digimon, your Digimon with 0 digivolution
cards can indeed activate such an effect.

Yes, you can. If you trash 1 digivolution card
My opponent activates a "Trash the
bottom digivolution card of all of your for each of your Digimon, you do not have to
opponent's Digimon" effect. Can I use trash your other Digimon's digivolution cards.
this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect to
trash just this 1 Digimon's digivolution
cards without trashing my other
Digimon's digivolution cards?

The player that activated this effect chooses.
Which player chooses which of my
opponent's security cards is trashed by
this card's [When Digivolving][When
Attacking] effect?

Shoutmon (King Version)

1

2

BT10-112

Yes, you can. If you do while this Digimon
has no digivolution cards, digivolution cards
will not be trashed.
If there are effects that activate when
digivolution cards are trashed, such as "By
trashing a digivolution card," the effect will
not activate because digivolution cards were
not trashed.

Omnimon (X Antibody)
1

BT10-111

A "trash digivolution cards" effect
targets one of my Digimon when this
Digimon has 0 digivolution cards. Can I
activate this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect?

What does "When you would DigiXros When you would DigiXros, this effect allows
this turn, this Digimon may replace 1 of you to replace 1 of the cards in that
Digimon's DigiXros requirements.
the DigiXros requirements" mean?
For example, when you would play a card
with [Shoutmon X4] × [Beelzemon] in its
DigiXros requirements, you may place this
Digimon for the DigiXros instead of
[Shoutmon X4] or [Beelzemon].
When DigiXrosing, can I place all of
the cards listed in the DigiXros
requirements in the digivolution cards,
then additionally DigiXros this card?

No, you can't. This card can only replace 1
card in the DigiXros requirements when
DigiXrosing, not add to the DigiXros
requirements.

This card's [When Digivolving] effect
placed a [BT10-016 Jesmon (X
Antibody)] as a digivolution card, then
that card's [When Digivolving] effect
played a [BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc],
then I activated <Blitz> in this card's
[When Digivolving] effect to attack.
When does [BT6-082 Sistermon
Blanc]'s [On Play] effect activate?

[BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc] is treated as a
card played by this card's [When Digivolving]
effect, so it is triggered at the same time as
the [When Attacking] effect that was
triggered by the attack declaration for
<Blitz>. The player may choose the
activation order for this Digimon's [When
Attacking] effect and [BT6-082 Sistermon
Blanc]'s [On Play] effect.

Jesmon GX

1

2

BT10-087

2

3

2

3

Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also No, it doesn't.
allow me to DigiXros using the
digivolution cards of a Digimon that
digivolved from a Tamer?
What does this card's "by suspending
this Tamer, you may place cards from
under your Tamers as digivolution
cards for a DigiXros" effect do,
exactly?

When you play a Digimon card with DigiXros
requirements, normally you can only DigiXros
with Digimon from your hand or battle area.
However, this effect also allows you to
DigiXros with Digimon cards placed under a
Tamer.

Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also Yes, it does.
allow me to DigiXros with cards placed
under a Tamer other than this Tamer?
Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also No, it doesn't.
allow me to DigiXros using the
digivolution cards of a Digimon that
digivolved from a Tamer?
Can this card's [On Play] effect play a No, it can't.
[Dorulumon] card from the digivolution
cards of a Digimon that digivolved from
a Tamer?
Can this card's [On Play] effect play a No, it can't.
[Ballistamon] card from the digivolution
cards of a Digimon that digivolved from
a Tamer?

Nene Amano
1

BT10-093

Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also Yes, it does.
allow me to DigiXros with cards placed
under a Tamer other than this Tamer?

Zenjiro Tsurugi
1

BT10-092

When you play a Digimon card with DigiXros
requirements, normally you can only DigiXros
with Digimon from your hand or battle area.
However, this effect also allows you to
DigiXros with Digimon cards placed under a
Tamer.

Akari Hinomoto
1

BT10-090

What does this card's "by suspending
this Tamer, you may place cards from
under your Tamers as digivolution
cards for a DigiXros" effect do,
exactly?

Kiriha Aonuma

1

BT10-089

No, it doesn't. [BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc]'s
[On Play] effect is triggered, but it doesn't
activate because the card is deleted before it
activates.

Taiki Kudo

1

BT10-088

This card's [When Digivolving] effect
placed a [BT10-016 Jesmon (X
Antibody)] as a digivolution card, then
that card's [When Digivolving] effect
played a [BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc],
then I activated <Blitz> in this card's
[When Digivolving] effect to attack, and
when the [When Attacking] effect
deleted one of my opponent's Digimon,
my [BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc] was
deleted by the [On Deletion] effect of
the opponent's Digimon.
[BT6-082 Sistermon Blanc]'s [On Play]
effect hasn't activated yet, so does it
activate?

Yuu Amano

What happens to the cards that weren't You place them at the bottom of your deck in
any order.
added to my hand from among the
cards revealed by this card’s effects?

1

BT10-096

Burning Star Crusher
1

2

3

BT10-097

2

3

4

Yes, you can play [Taiki Kudo] even if there
If there is no Digimon card with the
isn't a Digimon card with the [Xros Heart]
[Xros Heart] trait among the three
trait.
revealed cards, can I still play [Taiki
Kudo] from among the revealed cards?

This card's [Security] effect reveals 3
cards. If both a Digimon card with the
[Xros Heart] trait and a [Taiki Kudo] are
among the cards revealed, can I
choose to only activate the effect that
adds the Digimon to my hand and not
play [Taiki Kudo], or the other way
around?

No, if you perform any of this effect you must
perform as much of it as possible, so if both
a Digimon card with the [Xros Heart] trait and
a [Taiki Kudo] are among the 3 cards
revealed, you must perform both "add [...] to
your hand" and "play 1 [Taiki Kudo]," or you
must choose to perform neither.

If [Kiriha Aonuma] is among the cards Yes, that's correct.
revealed by this card's effect, can it be
played?
Can this card's effect add fewer than 2 Yes, you can add 1 card if only 1 card is
revealed.
cards to my hand if it reveals fewer
than 2 cards with the [Blue Flare] trait
among the 6 revealed cards?
If there aren't 2 other Digimon cards
with the [Blue Flare] trait among the six
revealed cards, can I still play [Kiriha
Aonuma] from among the revealed
cards?

No. For this card's effect you reveal cards,
add 2 cards with the [Blue Flare] trait among
them to your hand, then play 1 [Kiriha
Aonuma] among them. Therefore, if there are
2 or fewer cards with the [Blue Flare] trait
including [Kiriha Aonuma] among the
revealed cards, you can't play [Kiriha
Aonuma] because you would have to add it
to your hand.

This card's effect reveals 6 cards. If
both cards with the [Blue Flare] trait
and a [Kiriha Aonuma] are among the
cards revealed, can I choose to only
activate the effect that adds the cards
to my hand and not play [Kiriha
Aonuma], or the other way around?

No, if you perform any of this effect you must
perform as much of it as possible, so if both
cards with the [Blue Flare] trait and a [Kiriha
Aonuma] are among the 3 cards revealed,
you must perform both "add [...] to your
hand" and "play 1 [Kiriha Aonuma]," or you
must choose to perform neither.

Impulse Memory Boost!
1

BT10-101

Yes, that's correct.
If [Taiki Kudo] is among the cards
revealed by this card's [Security] effect,
can it be played?

Blazing Memory Boost!
1

BT10-100

If I play a Digimon and want to place
Yes, it can.
cards under it with DigiXros, can this
card's [Your Turn] effect also place
purple cards from under my Tamers in
that Digimon's digivolution cards?

Can I place this card in my battle area Yes, you can.
even if I don't have a [Pulsemon] in my
hand?

Lónkhē Adistakto

1

Yes, that's correct.
I have exactly 3 security cards. Do I
activate both this card's "1 of your
opponent's Digimon gets -12000 DP"
effect and "place 1 of your opponent's
Digimon face down on top of their
security stack" effect?

1

BT10-103

After suspending 1 of my opponent's
Digimon with this card's [Main] effect,
can I return some other Digimon than
the one I suspended to the bottom of
their deck?

Yes, you can.

Death the Cannon
1

BT10-110

Yes, it's considered to have 3 cards.
Cards revealed by a security check are not
considered part of your security stack.

Gran del Sol

1

BT10-108

My opponent checked my security
when I had 4 security cards, and this
card was flipped over. This card's
[Security] effect activates, but is my
security stack considered to have 3
cards?

When this card is trashed by a "Reveal No, you can't. Trashing revealed cards from
the top X cards of your deck. [...] Trash your deck does not count as "trashed from
your deck."
the rest" effect, can I return it to my
hand with this card's effect?

Seiken Meppa

1

I have a [Jesmon GX] that has
<Security Attack> in play, while my
opponent has a [BT10-042 Venusmon]
in play. If I use this card and target my
[Jesmon GX], can this card's effect
activate [Jesmon GX]'s [When
Digivolving] effects?

No. Because [Jesmon GX]'s [When
Digivolving] and [When Attacking] effects
cannot be activated due to your opponent's
[BT10-042 Venusmon], even this card can't
activate those effects in these
circumstances.

